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Abstract Standardized business documents are a prerequisite for successful information
exchange in electronic business transactions. The United Nations Centre for Trade
Facilitation and eBusiness (UN/CEFACT) provides a conceptual modeling approach, called
Core Components, used by Business Partners (BPs) for defining business document models
(BDMs). BDMs are essential for defining service interfaces in service-oriented systems.
However, in such a highly dynamic environment with ever-changing market demands, BPs
are confronted with the need to revise their BDMs resulting in a multitude of different
versions. BPs may dictate the use of new versions of BDMs, but small- and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) may not always adopt new BDM versions due to the cost and effort
involved, inhibiting automated electronic information exchange.
In this article, we propose a framework including (i) a classification of the impact of
changes in BDMs, (ii) evolution templates for the automated transformation of business
documents between different BDM versions, and (iii) mitigation strategies for evolutions
where fully-automated and semantic-preserving transformations are not feasible. Having
such a framework at hand provides SMEs with a low-cost and light-weight approach for
dealing with evolving market requirements and hence evolving business documents. Finally,
we analyze the evolution of UN/CEFACT’s Cross Industry Invoice which has been mandated
to be used for electronic invoicing within the European Union as well as present a critical
discussion of the evolution templates defined.
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1

Introduction

Standardized business documents, specifying the structure and the semantics of
information conveyed in electronic business transactions, are key for successful
information exchange in electronic commerce. For example, two or more business
partners (BPs) have to define standardized business documents prior to successfully
exchanging business information electronically.
Furthermore, often Standard
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Developing Organizations (SDOs) define standardized business documents for a
particular domain or industry.
One option for creating standardized formats is defining business document
models (BDMs) on the conceptual level utilizing a particular modeling language,
such as UML class diagrams. These BDMs serve as a basis for generating transfer
syntax artifacts such as XML Schema (XSD) schemas or Web Service Description
Language (WSDL) files. Such a conceptual approach is envisioned by the Core
Components technology[25] of the United Nations Centre for Trade Facilitation and
eBusiness (UN/CEFACT). In a nutshell, Core Components represent domain
independent, transfer syntax independent, and reusable building blocks. Having
such reusable building blocks at hand, BPs may utilize these building blocks for
defining their BDMs based on one common semantic basis.
For instance,
UN/CEFACT’s Cross Industry Invoice (CII)[26] , is based on these reusable building
blocks and has recently been mandated to be used for electronic invoicing within the
European Union (EU)[2] .
Nowadays, systems enabling cross-organizational as well as cross-company
information exchange are often implemented following the Service-oriented
Architecture (SOA) paradigm. One important aspect of such systems is the
structure and semantics of the information exchanged which is typically specified in
the service interface definitions. Consequently, standardized BDMs are essential in
specifying service interfaces of service-oriented systems. For fostering the reuse of
existing BDMs, a Core Component registry has been introduced in earlier work[5] .
In the highly dynamic environment of electronic commerce with ever-changing
market requirements, BPs are confronted with the need to revise their BDMs. This in
turn requires updating the underlying service interface definitions in service-oriented
systems. One may argue that it is not necessary to always adopt the latest release
of a particular BDM. However, sometimes SDOs or even BPs dictate the use of a
particular BDM version. Nevertheless, small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
are not always capable of adopting a particular version of a BDM due to the effort
and cost involved. Consequently, if different versions of BDMs are used, seamless
information exchange between business partners is inhibited. We argue that a lightweight mechanism is needed for enabling SMEs and companies to easily adopt a new
business document format at low cost.
For dealing with evolving BDMs, we extended our Core Component registry[17]
by introducing an Evolution Framework which sketched the idea of providing
so-called service interface adapters. The purpose of these adapters is to provide BPs
with Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLTs) allowing them to
translate XML documents between different versions of BDMs. In this article, we
extend the aforementioned Evolution Framework and discuss evolution templates
which are necessary for generating service interface adapters. The extended
Evolution Framework is referred to as the Interoperability Framework in the
following. Having such a framework at hand enables BPs and SMEs to support new
versions of a particular BDM.
The rest of this article is structured as follows. In Section 2 the necessary
background on UN/CEFACT’s Core Components is provided. Section 3 motivates
the need for supporting interoperability due to evolving BDMs from a business
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perspective. In Section 4 the Interoperability Framework is presented. In particular,
Section 4 describes the systematic derivation of changes which may occur in
business document modeling, defines a classification for the different types of
changes, describes the overall architecture of the Interoperability Framework, and
defines so-called service interface adapters for each type of change. However, it is
shown that not all semantics can be preserved in an automated manner by utilizing
these service interface adapters. For this reason, Section 5 defines three different
mitigation strategies for overcoming semantic interoperability issues in a
semi-automatic manner. In Section 6, a case study of the framework in the context
of a real world evolution problem is presented. Section 7 provides an overview on
related work. Finally, Section 8 concludes the article and provides an outlook on
future work.
This article is an extension of the paper presented at the 6th International
Symposium on Service Oriented System Engineering (SOSE) 2011[16] . The article
introduces three major extensions. First, the underlying metamodel for defining
business documents has been defined which serves as a basis for the work presented
in the remainder of this article. In particular, having the metamodel at hand, allows
the systematic derivation of the different types of changes that may occur in
business document modeling.
In other words, this allows evaluating the
completeness of the co-evolution rules, i.e. the service interface adapters, proposed.
Second, throughout the article, running examples have been added for purpose of
demonstration and understanding. Third, so-called mitigation strategies have been
defined for dealing with interoperability issues which can’t be addressed in a
fully-automated manner.
2

Background: UN/CEFACT’s Core Components

UN/CEFACT’s Core Components represent a conceptual approach for defining
business document models. In a nutshell, Core Components represent domain
independent, transfer syntax independent, as well as reusable building blocks for
specifying business document models (BDMs). Such business documents represent
actual message types specifying the structure and the semantics of information
conveyed in electronic business transactions. The underlying concepts of the Core
Components approach are specified in the Core Components Technical Specification
(CCTS)[25] . In this article, a simplified view on the Core Components has been used
as a basis for developing the concepts proposed. Thus, in the following our
simplified view of the Core Component approach is formally defined based on our
metamodel. The presentation of the metamodel is followed by a discussion of
generating transfer syntax artifacts based on conceptual business document models.
2.1

Metamodel

The current technique for specifying model languages is metamodeling[9] , i.e., a
model is built describing the actual the modeling language. Similarly, the CCTS
defines different metamodels serving as the foundation for business document
modeling. In the course of this article, however, several minor assumptions have
been made on the Core Components approach for reasons of presentation and
clarity. Therefore, in the following, we first describe the simplified metamodel which
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is originally based on the CCTS[25] and depicted in Fig. 1.
Aggregate Business
Informaon Enty
(ABIE)
nam e : String [1..1]

type

1..1

1..*
proper!es

«abstract»
ABIE Property
nam e : String [1..1]
upperCardinality : Integer [1..1]
lowerCardinality : Integer [1..1]

Business Data
Type (BDT)
nam e : String [1..1]

type

Associaon Business
Informaon Enty
(ASBIE)

Figure 1.

1..1

Basic Business
Informaon Enty
(BBIE)

Simplified core component metamodel

Generally speaking, the Core Component approach distinguishes between socalled Basic Business Information Entities (BBIEs), Aggregate Business Information
Entities (ABIEs), as well as Association Business Information Entities (ASBIEs).
A BBIE represents a property of a certain entity. Furthermore, ABIEs aggregate
one or more BBIEs. The concept of ASBIEs is used to define relationships between
one or more ABIEs. For these reasons, the metamodel defines the meta-class ABIE
having a meta-property name. The meta-property name is used for representing the
actual name of a business entity such as Person or Address. As mentioned earlier,
ABIEs have two kinds of properties, namely ASBIEs and BBIEs. In the metamodel,
both, the ASBIE meta-class as well as the BBIE meta-class are derived from an
abstract meta-class ABIE Property. The abstract meta-class ABIE Property has the
meta-properties name, lowerCardinality, and upperCardinality. For assigning different
BBIEs and ASBIEs to a particular ABIE, the metamodel defines a meta-association
between the meta-classes ABIE and ABIE Property. Furthermore, since ASBIEs
are used for defining relationships between ABIEs, the metamodel also defines a
meta-association between the meta-classes ASBIE and ABIE. BBIEs, representing
properties of a certain entity, are also typified through a particular Business Data
Type (BDT). Therefore, the metamodel also defines a meta-association between the
meta-classes BBIE and BDT. BDTs themselves are characterized through a name
meta-property, specifying the name of the BDT. In the following, a concrete example
is introduced for demonstrating the Core Component concepts.
2.2

Deriving domain-specific business documents

For illustrating the concepts introduced, an example is shown in the Generic
Domain Model layer in Fig. 2. This figure illustrates an ABIE named Person
containing different BBIEs, such as Name and Birth. Furthermore, each BBIE is
typified through a particular data type. For instance, the BBIE Birth of the ABIE
Person is typified through the data type DateTime. In addition, the ASBIEs Home
as well as Work represent two associations between the ABIEs Person and Address.
However, for the application in concrete business scenarios, these generic
building blocks need customization. In other words, BPs define their customized
BDM based on the Generic Domain Model.
Therefore, the so-called
derivation-by-restriction [25] mechanism is provided. The mechanism dictates that
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when deriving a domain-specific BDM from the Generic Domain Model, ABIEs,
BBIEs, and ASBIEs must only be removed or restricted.
Restrictions on
cardinalities may only be achieved by decreasing the upper bound or increasing the
lower bound. The Financial Domain Model illustrated in Fig. 2 represents a
customized BDM derived from the Generic Domain Model. For example, in the
Financial Domain Model, the following restrictions have been made. For the ABIE
Person, the BBIEs Title, Age, Birth, IBAN and BIC have been omitted.
Furthermore, the cardinality of the BBIE Phone has been restricted from <1..2> to
<2..2>. Similarly, for the ABIE Address, the BBIEs Country and Actual have been
omitted. In addition, the ASBIE Work has been omitted in the customized
Financial Domain Model and the cardinality of the ASBIE Home has been
restricted from <0..2> to <1..2>.
Generic Domain Model
<<ABIE>>
<<ABIE>>

Person

Address

<<BBIE>>

+ Title: Text [0..1]
+ Name: Text [0..1]
+ Age: Measure [0..1]
+ Birth: DateTime [0..1]
+ Phone: Number [1..2]
+ Account: Number [0..1]
+ BankCode: Number [0..1]
+ IBAN: Text [0..1]
+ BIC: Text [0..1]

<<ASBIE>>

Home
<<ASBIE>>

Work

<<BBIE>>
0..2

0..1

+ City: Text [0..1]
+ Country: Code [0..1]
+ Street: Text [0..1]
+ Postcode: Text [0..1]
+ Actual: Measure [0..1]

Financial Domain Model
<<ABIE>>

<<ABIE>>

Person
<<BBIE>>

+ Name: Text [0..1]
+ Phone: Number [2..2]
+ Account: Number [0..1]
+ BankCode: Number [0..1]

Figure 2.

Address
<<ASBIE>>

Home

1..2

<<BBIE>>

+ City: Text [0..1]
+ Street: Text [0..1]
+ Postcode: Text [0..1]

…

Business document models: derivation-by-restriction

UN/CEFACT provides the Core Component Library (CCL) containing
predefined Core Components used by BPs for defining their domain-specific BDMs.
The Generic Domain Model illustrated in Fig. 2 represents an excerpt from the
CCL.
2.3

Transfer syntax artifact generation

Having a conceptual business document modeling approach at hand allows the
specification of business documents independent from any particular transfer syntax.
Consequently, these business documents serve as a basis for generating transfer
syntax artifacts such as XSD schemas, RelaxNG schemas, or EDIFACT formats.
For this purpose, UN/CEFACT provides the XML Naming and Design Rules
(NDR)[27] specifying rules and guidelines for generating XSD schemas based on
conceptual business document models.
In the following, only the necessary
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background on generating XSD artifacts is presented – a thorough presentation may
be found in Ref. [11].
As introduced earlier, the basic building blocks of Core Components are
comprised of ABIEs, BBIEs, as well as ASBIEs. When generating XSD artifacts,
each ABIE is represented through each own complex type as well as a global
element declaration typified through the complex type. Furthermore, each ABIE
contains at least one or more BBIEs. Therefore, the complex type representing the
ABIE is comprised of a sequence containing elements for each BBIE contained in
the ABIE. Furthermore, each BBIE is typified through its distinct data type. An
example XSD artifact is illustrated in Listing 1 for an excerpt of the ABIE Person of
the Financial Domain Model shown in Fig. 2.
Listing 1: Excerpt from an XML schema representation of an ABIE.
< x s d: c om pl exTy pe name = " PersonType " >
< xsd:sequence >
< xsd:element name = " Name " type = " b d t : T e x tS t ri n g T y p e "
minOccurs = " 0 " maxOccurs = " 1 " / >
< xsd:element name = " Phone " type = " b d t : N u m b e r S t r i n g T y p e "
minOccurs = " 2 " maxOccurs = " 2 " / >
...
</ xsd:sequence >
</ xs d :comp le xType >
< xsd:element name = " Person " type = " tns:Person Type " / >

The data types used for typifying BBIEs are represented through complex types
as well. For example, Listing 2 illustrates the definition of the TextStringType
utilized in Listing 1. Dealing with change and evolution of data types utilized in
Core Components is beyond the scope of this article. However, as illustrated earlier,
changing a particular BDM may involve evolving the data type of a BBIE.
Therefore, only the relevant background on data types is provided in this paper. As
shown in Listing 2, a data type typically extends a basic XSD data type with
certain attributes for representing context-specific information.
Listing 2: Excerpt from an XML schema representation of a data type.
< x s d: c om pl exTy pe name = " TextStringType " >
< x s d : s im p l e C o n t e n t >
< xsd:extension base = " xsd:string " >
< xsd:attribute name = " LanguageString " type = " xsd:string " / >
< xsd:attribute name = " L a n g u a g e L o c a l e S t r i n g " type = " xsd:string " / >
</ xsd:extension >
</ x s d :s i mp l eC ont ent >
</ xs d :c omp le xType >

ASBIEs are represented through child elements of the associating ABIE. Listing 3
illustrates an example XSD schema containing an ASBIE. In particular, the XSD
Excerpt illustrates the ABIEs Person and Addresss of the Financial Domain Model
shown in Fig. 2, associated through the ASBIE Home.
Listing 3: Excerpt from an XML schema representation of an ASBIE.
< x s d: c om pl exTy pe name = " AddressType " >
< xsd:sequence >
< xsd:element name = " City " type = " b d t : T e x tS t ri n g T y p e "
minOccurs = " 0 " maxOccurs = " 1 " / >
< xsd:element name = " Street " type = " b d t : T ex t St r i n g T y p e "
minOccurs = " 0 " maxOccurs = " 1 " / >
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...
</ xsd:sequence >
</ xs d :c omp le xType >
< x s d: c om pl exTy pe name = " PersonType " >
< xsd:sequence >
< xsd:element name = " Name " type = " b d t : T e x tS t ri n g T y p e "
minOccurs = " 0 " maxOccurs = " 1 " / >
< xsd:element name = " Phone " type = " b d t : N u m b e r S t r i n g T y p e "
minOccurs = " 2 " maxOccurs = " 2 " / >
< xsd:element name = " Home " type = " tns :Ad dressType "
minOccurs = " 1 " maxOccurs = " 2 " / >
...
</ xsd:sequence >
</ xs d :comp le xType >
< xsd:element name = " Person " type = " tns:Person Type " / >

3

Motivation

In the highly dynamic environment of electronic commerce, BPs are facing the
need to deal with evolution of their BDMs. In doing so, BPs may either revise their
customized business document model or request changes to Core Components
provided and maintained by UN/CEFACT. Changes to customized business
document models are referred to as local changes since only the customized version
of a business document model is modified. However, in case the predefined Core
Components are changed by UN/CEFACT, these changes are referred to as global
changes. Even though the different types of changes that may be applied on the
global level as well as on the local level are the same, we distinguish between local
changes and global changes to emphasize that local changes are applied by business
partners to context-specific business documents whereas global changes applied to
Core Components are dictated by UN/CEFACT. In the following, these kinds of
changes are defined and illustrated by example. Furthermore, the consequences of
applying changes to conceptual business document models on the transfer syntax
level are discussed.
3.1

Changes on the modeling level

Local Changes. For example, the Financial Domain Model illustrated in Fig. 3
represents a simplified example introduced earlier by Fig. 2. However, initially, the
BDM didn’t foresee any particular attribute for describing age-related information
of a particular person. Therefore, the BBIE Birth has been added to the Financial
Domain Model (cf. Fig. 3, Mark 1 ). Furthermore, the Financial Domain Model has
been revised to utilize the internationally recognized banking information instead of
using local representations. Therefore, the BBIEs Account and BankCode (cf. Fig. 3,
Mark 2 ) have been replaced through the BBIEs IBAN and BIC (cf. Fig. 3, Mark 3 ).
Global Changes. Furthermore, aiming at a broader perspective, BPs may
request changes to existing or new Core Components. Consequently, UN/CEFACT
faces the need to incorporate such change requests into the CCL. For example,
following a change request, UN/CEFACT removes the BBIE Age (cf. Fig. 3,
Mark 4 ).
Figure 3 also shows the updated ABIE Person, both, for the Generic Domain
Model as well as the Financial Domain Model. Note that the revised ABIE Person
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of the Financial Domain Model contains the changes applied to the Generic Domain
Model and the Financial Domain Model. Summarizing, these are just a few examples
for demonstrating the different changes applied to Core Components as well as to
context-specific BDMs. A thorough discussion of the different changes is described in
Section 4.1.
Generic Domain Model
<<ABIE>>

<<ABIE>>

Person

4

Person

<<BBIE>>

<<BBIE>>

+ Title: Text [0..1]
+ Age: Measure [0..1]
+ Birth: DateTime [1..1]
+ Name: Text [0..1]
+ Phone: Number [1..2]
+ Account: Number [0..1]
+ BankCode: Number [0..1]
+ IBAN: Text [0..1]
+ BIC: Text [0..1]

+ Title: Text [0..1]
+ Birth: DateTime [1..1]
+ Name: Text [0..1]
+ Phone: Number [1..2]
+ Account: Number [0..1]
+ BankCode: Number [0..1]
+ IBAN: Text [0..1]
+ BIC: Text [0..1]

Global
Changes

Financial Domain Model
<<ABIE>>

<<ABIE>>

Person

2

<<BBIE>>

+ Name: Text [0..1]
+ Phone: Number [2..2]
+ Account: Number [0..1]
+ BankCode: Number [0..1]

+ Name: Text [0..1]
+ Phone: Number [2..2]
+ Birth: DateTime [1..1]
+ IBAN: Text [0..1]
+ BIC: Text [0..1]

Figure 3.

3.2

Person

<<BBIE>>

1
3

Local
Changes

Business document models: variants and evolution

Implications on the transfer syntax level

Consequently, for utilizing the revised version of the BDMs new service
interface definitions are generated. Having a new BDM and the corresponding XSD
schema available in the Core Component registry, BPs may adapt their
service-oriented systems to the new version of the BDM. However, BPs and SMEs
are not always in the position to adopt the latest version of a particular BDM due
to the effort and cost involved. In case different versions of a BDM are used,
interoperability is inhibited meaning that business information can’t be exchanged.
For example, Listing 4 provides an XML snippet of business information represented
according to the original version of the Financial Domain Model. On the contrary,
the XML snippet illustrated in Listing 5 shows information represented
corresponding to the revised version of the Financial Domain Model.
Listing 4: Excerpt from an XML representation of the original financial domain model.
< bie:Person ... >
< bie:Name > Charlie No - Kidding </ bie:Name >
< bie:Phone > 055677135 </ bie:Phone >
< bie:Phone > 05567447788 </ bie:Phone >
< bie:Account > 5524721115 </ bie:Account >
< bie:BankCode > 44832 </ bie:BankCode >
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< bie:Home >
< bie:City > Loisville </ bie:City >
< bie:Street > Baker Street 23 </ bie:Street >
< bie:Postcode > 55831 </ bie:Postcode >
</ bie:Home >
</ bie:Person >

Listing 5: Excerpt from an XML representation of the revised financial domain model.
< bie:Person ... >
< bie:Name > Charlie No - Kidding </ bie:Name >
< bie:Phone > 055677135 </ bie:Phone >
< bie:Phone > 05567447788 </ bie:Phone >
< bie:Birth > 19880522 </ bie:Birth >
< bie:IBAN > AT5524721115 </ bie:IBAN >
< bie:BIC > AT44832 </ bie:BIC >
< bie:Home >
< bie:City > Loisville </ bie:City >
< bie:Street > Baker Street 23 </ bie:Street >
< bie:Postcode > 55831 </ bie:Postcode >
</ bie:Home >
</ bie:Person >

As shown in the examples provided, it is inevitable to support BPs in dealing with
evolving BDM and correspondingly with different versions of BDMs. In the following,
we present our framework for dealing with evolving BDMs by providing BPs with an
Interoperability Framework supporting them to transform between different versions
of BDMs.
4

Interoperability Framework
Interoperabil
ity
Framework
retrieve

retrieve

Core Component
Registry

Business
Partner B
depl
oy

1

Business
Partner C

2

2

depl
oy

<xml>
exchange

Service v0

Figure 4.

data

</xml>

XML Data v0/v1

exchange

Service v1

Business scenario of the interoperability framework

Figure 4 illustrates a typical business scenario utilizing the Interoperability
Framework. In particular, the figure illustrates that BP B has deployed a service
using service interface definitions based on version v0 of a particular BDM. BP C
has deployed service interface definitions based on the same BDM but using it’s
succeeding version v1. Therefore, in order to foster interoperability between BP B
and C, the Interoperability Framework comes into play (cf. Fig. 4, Mark 1 ). The
Interoperability Framework ensures that proper service interface adapters are
provided for translating between different versions of BDMs. Consequently, business
partner B and business partner C retrieve the corresponding service interface
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adapters and deploy these on their service-oriented systems (cf. Fig. 4, Mark 2 ).
Having these adapters at hand, business partner C is capable of transforming
business documents sent by business partner B in version v0 to version v1.
Similarly, business partner B is capable of translating business documents sent by
business partner C from v1 to version v0.
When transforming XML documents between different versions of XML
schemas, both syntax and semantic aspects need special consideration. In particular,
the syntactic validity of XML documents can be maintained automatically when
transforming from one BDM version to the another. However, the semantics may
not always be preserved automatically but may require custom adaptation. Different
strategies for maintaining semantic interoperability are discussed in Section 5.
Therefore, we first elaborate on the prerequisites for deriving the different kinds of
changes in a systematic manner. Second, we discuss the impact of changing a BDM on
the XML document level. In other words, we classify the impact of changes applied
to BDMs on transforming XML documents containing business data. Third, we
discuss the Adapter Generator Component which generates proper XSLT operations
for transforming XML documents based on changes applied to BDMs. Therefore, we
present the mapping between model changes and the corresponding XSLT operations
in detail. The Adapter Generator Component described in the following has been
sketched in earlier work[17] . However, in this article, we present the Adapter Generator
Component realization in detail. Fourth, a concrete example adapter is discussed for
transforming the Financial Domain Model from v0 to its succeeding version v1.
4.1

Prerequisite for the change classification

Based on the metamodel elements introduced earlier, we can identify all
possible low-level changes: (i) meta-classes may be instantiated, i.e., model elements
are added, (ii), existing model elements may be deleted, and (iii) features of
existing model elements may be modified, i.e., new values are assigned to the
attribute slots, new links may be introduced between objects, or existing links may
be deleted. To assign more meaning to these low-level, generic changes, we present a
change classification in the following for lifting changes to a level on which it is more
convenient to reason about the impact on instances. Indeed, this is needed for
identifying appropriate co-evolution rules for the business documents. In the
following, each low-level change is described and accompanied by an example.
Therefore, first, an extended example is introduced followed by a description of the
different kinds of low-level changes which are both illustrated in Fig. 5.
The example described in the following and shown in Fig. 5 illustrates global
changes applied to the Generic Domain Model as well as local changes applied to the
Financial Domain Model. Changes applied to the Generic Domain Model are applied
to the Financial Domain Model. However, in a first step, all changes are described in
an isolated manner. After discussing the different low-level changes, including local
and global changes, the resulting Financial Domain Model (cf. Fig. 6) is presented.
The overall goal of this section is to discuss the entirety of changes that may be
applied to Core Components and BDMs.
The first change, shown in Fig. 5, Mark 1 and Mark 2 , represents removing the
BBIEs Account and BankCode from as well as introducing the new BBIEs IBAN and
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BIC in the ABIE Person. Similarly, Fig. 5, Mark 3 , illustrates removing the BBIE
Age from the ABIE Person, and Fig. 5, Mark 4 shows that the BBIE Birth is added
to the ABIE Person. Furthermore, also within the ABIE Person, the cardinality of
the BBIE Phone is decreased from <2..2> to <1..1>, as shown in Fig. 5, Mark 5 .
Similarly, the cardinality of the BBIE Name is increased from <0..1> to <1..1>, as
illustrated in Fig. 5, Mark 6 . In addition, the name as well as the data type of BBIEs
may be modified. In particular, Fig. 5, Mark 7 , illustrates changing the data type
of the BBIE Postcode from Code to Text. Fig. 5, Mark 8 , illustrates renaming the
BBIE City to Cityname.
Generic Domain Model
<<ABIE>>

Person Party 9

<<ABIE>>

Address

<<BBIE>>

+ Title: Text [0..1]
+ Name: Text [0..1]
+ Age: Measure [0..1] 3
+ Birth: DateTime [0..1]
+ Phone: Number [1..2]
+ Account: Number [0..1]
+ BankCode: Number [0..1]
+ IBAN: Text [0..1]
+ BIC: Text [0..1]

<<ASBIE>>

Home
<<ASBIE>>

Work
Business

<<BBIE>>
0..2

0..1

+ City Cityname: Text [0..1] 8
+ Country: Code [0..1]
+ Street: Text [0..1]
+ Postcode: Code Text [0..1] 7
+ Actual: Measure [0..1]

Global
Changes

11

Financial Domain Model
<<ABIE>>
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<<ABIE>>

12

<<BBIE>>

Address
<<BBIE>>

+ City: Text [0..1]
+ Street: Text [0..1]
+ Postcode: Code [0..1]

Local
Changes

Extended core component change example

Financial Domain Model
<<ABIE>>

Party
<<BBIE>>

+ Name: Text [1..1]
+ Birth: DateTime [0..1]
+ Phone: Number [1..1]
+ IBAN: Text [1..1]
+ BIC: Text [1..1]

Figure 6.

<<ABIE>>

Address

<<ASBIE>>

Home

1..1

<<ASBIE>>

Business

1..1

<<BBIE>>

+ Cityname: Text [0..1]
+ Street: Text [0..1]
+ Postcode: Text [0..1]

Extended consolidated core component change example

Besides modifying BBIEs one may also modify ABIEs and ASBIEs. For
instance, the ABIE Person in the Generic Domain Model has been renamed from
Person to Party (cf. Fig. 5, Mark 9 ). Considering ASBIEs, the ASBIE Work has
been introduced in the Financial Domain Model having a cardinality of <1..1>
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(Fig. 5, Mark 10 ). At the same time the ASBIE Work has been renamed from Work
to Business in the Generic Domain Model (Fig. 5, Mark 11 ). Finally, Fig. 5,
Mark 12 , introduces the last change applied which restricts the cardinality of the
ASBIE Home in the Financial Domain Model from <1..2> to <1..1>.
The resulting Financial Domain Model, after incorporating global as well as local
changes is illustrated in Fig. 6. Summarizing, the different low-level changes derived
from the metamodel introduced earlier and described above, are summarized by the
following set of changes: (i) adding BBIEs, (ii) renaming BBIEs, (iii) restricting the
cardinality of BBIEs, (iv) extending the cardinality of BBIEs, (v) deleting BBIEs,
(vi) changing the datatype of BBIEs, (vii) adding ASBIEs, (viii) renaming ASBIEs,
(ix) restricting the cardinality of ASBIEs, (x) extending the cardinality of ASBIEs,
(xi) deleting ASBIEs, (xii) adding ABIEs, (xiii) renaming ABIEs, and (xiv) deleting
ABIEs. All these changes are determined by the metamodel for Core Components
which is shown in Fig. 1.
4.2

Change impact classification

In previous sections different types of changes have been discussed that may be
applied to Core Components and BDMs. Thereby, changes have been distinguished
into global changes as well as local changes, as elaborated on in Section 3. Regardless,
changes applied to BDMs have different consequences for adapting XML documents.
For example, such consequences include maintaining syntactical correctness or losing
semantics. Since the different types of changes are the same for global changes as
well as local changes, the change impact classification is defined independent from the
level, i.e. global and local, in which those changes have been applied.
Change Operation

Semantics
v0

Add El
ement

v1

Information Capacity

Change
Class

IC1 < IC2

1

Update El
ement:
Name

IC1 = IC2

2

Update El
ement:
Cardinal
ity Restriction

IC1 > IC2

3

Update El
ement:
Cardinal
ity Extension

IC1 < IC2

1

Update El
ement:
Data Type

IC1 ≠ IC2

4

Delete El
ement

IC1 > IC2

3

Figure 7.

Change classification

In the change classification introduced in the following, the amount of possible
information represented in an actual XML document is referred to as Information
Capacity (IC) inspired from the notion of IC originally introduced in database
research[6] .
In particular, the discussion in the following is based on the
transformation of XML documents of a particular version to its succeeding version,
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e.g., from version v0 to v1. The change classification, illustrated in Fig. 7, is
discussed in the following.
Change Class 1. The first class of changes describes adding model elements
to the BDM such as adding a new BBIE. For instance, in addition to the BBIEs
IBAN and BIC, a new BBIE Birth is added containing age-related information
regarding the employment of a particular person. Another example includes adding
ASBIEs. Since ASBIEs represent composite relationships, adding an ASBIE
requires adding an ABIE as well. Consequently, the IC of the revised BDM (IC2 ) is
greater than the IC of the original BDM (IC1 ). Considering the consequences on the
XML document level, new information needs to be inserted in the XML document
for maintaining syntactical correctness. However, for providing semantically correct
information requires custom enhancement of the performed transformation.
Furthermore, updating the cardinality of a model element in terms of extending the
cardinality, results in adding new elements. Therefore, the consequences regarding
to the IC of the revised BDM and regarding to the actual XML document are the
same as discussed for adding a new model element.
Change Class 2. A change on existing elements contained in BDMs is
renaming. However, renaming existing elements may only be achieved by utilizing
semantically equivalent terms. For instance, renaming a BBIE from City to District
is invalid since it changes the semantics of the element. Instead, a valid rename of
the BBIE would be from City to Cityname. Hence, the IC of both BDMs stays the
same meaning that IC1 = IC2 . Considering the transformation of XML documents,
the corresponding elements need to be renamed. Therefore, in this particular case
the syntax as well as the semantics can be preserved when transforming between
different versions.
Change Class 3. Elements within BDMs may also be updated by restricting
existing elements. For example, the cardinality of a BBIE may be restricted, e.g.,
the upper bound of the BBIE Phone may be changed from <2..2> to <1..1>.
Accordingly, the IC of the new BDM is lower than in the original BDM, in other
words, IC1 > IC2 . Therefore, in the XML document the corresponding element
needs to be deleted for conforming to the new upper bound of the cardinality. This
means that the semantics can’t be preserved on the XML document level. Instead,
maintaining semantics requires custom resolution strategies. Furthermore, deleting
model elements has the same consequences as restricting the cardinality of existing
model elements. In other words, the IC of the new BDM is lower than the IC of the
original BDM. Consequently, on the XML document level the corresponding
elements need to be deleted.
Change Class 4. The fourth class represents changes to BDMs causing that
the semantics on the XML document level can’t be preserved. For example, this
is the case if the data type of the BBIE Postcode is changed from Code to Text.
Accordingly, the IC of the origin BDM is not equal to the IC of the revised BDM,
i.e., IC1 <> IC2 . On the XML document level, only the data type may be renamed
for preserving the syntax. However, for establishing semantic interoperability custom
resolutions are needed for their values.
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Architecture of the interoperability framework

Core Com ponent
Library

For dealing with the different types of changes discussed in previous sections
the Interoperability Framework is employed. The underlying architecture of the
Interoperability Framework is illustrated in Fig. 8. Furthermore, Fig. 8 also shows
the problem domain that the framework is designed for. The top, namely the Core
Component layer, represents the reusable Core Components used for defining
domain-specific BDMs as well as illustrates changes applied to these reusable
components. The bottom, namely the Business Scenario layer, demonstrates
business partners utilizing service interface adapters for translating between
different versions of BDMs. These adapters are provided by the Interoperability
Framework, which is designed to be part of the Core Component registry illustrated
in the middle of Fig. 8.
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Architecture of the interoperability framework

As detailed in Fig. 8, the Interoperability Framework builds upon the Model
Evolution Component as well as the Adapter Generator Component. The Model
Evolution Component is capable of determining changes applied to the Core
Component Library as well as changes applied to the BDMs. The detected changes
results in a so-called change model ∆ containing DiffElements. Each of these
DiffElements contains information on a particular change applied to the CCL and
to the BDMs. Based on the changes detected, the Model Evolution Component is
capable of propagating the changes detected in the CCL to the corresponding BDMs
derived from the CCL. More importantly, the resulting change model serves as the
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basis for the Adapter Generator Component for generating service interface
adapters, as discussed in detail in the following. For a detailed description on the
concepts and techniques used for calculating differencing information between
different versions of BDMs and between different versions of the CCL we refer the
reader to our previous work[17] .
4.4

Adapter generator component

The purpose of the Adapter Generator Component is to automatically generate
XSLTs for transforming XML documents between different versions of BDMs based
on the change model calculated by the Model Evolution Component. From a
business document modelers perspective, the modeler may add, update, as well as
delete ABIEs, BBIEs, and ASBIEs. Consequently, the basis for generating XSLTs
are the change operations applied to a BDM. For generating proper XSLTs, a
mapping between changes applied to a particular model element and the
corresponding XSLT operation is necessary. In the following, for each particular
change operation that may be applied to a BDM, the corresponding XSLT operation
for transforming XML documents is presented (cf. Fig. 9). In particular, the XSLT
operations provided represent code snippets corresponding to a certain change
operation applied to a BDM. Note that in the prototypical implementation various
XSLT code snippets have to be combined and concatenated. In certain cases, this
leads to different XSLT operations. However, for reasons of understanding, the
following presentation is sufficient. Furthermore, to ensure interoperability between
BPs utilizing two different versions of BDMs, it is necessary to generate XSLTs in
both directions. However, in the following, we only focus on transforming from a
particular BDM version to its succeeding versions (e.g., from version v0 to v1 ).
Add. When inserting an additional BBIE to an existing ABIE, an additional
child element is added to the complex type definition representing the ABIE. In case
a new ABIE is added to the BDM, an additional complex type is introduced in the
XSD schema. Furthermore, new ASBIEs may be defined between two existing ABIEs.
Therefore, in the generated XSD schema this causes an additional element to be
generated within the complex type definition of the associating ABIE. Consequently,
considering the changes applied to the BDM on the XML document level, all changes
have in common that new elements need to be added to the XML document. The
corresponding XSLT operations are illustrated in Fig. 9, Mark 1 – 3 .
For example, assuming that a new BBIE is added to an ABIE, a new element
representing the BBIE needs to be inserted into the XML document. However, in
this case adding new elements implies that dummy values have to be inserted since no
concrete value may be generated. Therefore, only the syntax for transforming XML
documents between different versions can be maintained. For establishing proper
semantics custom resolutions are needed.
Update. One property that may be updated in all different model elements
including ABIEs, BBIEs, and ASBIEs is the name of the model element. In case the
name of a BBIE is updated in the BDM, the corresponding BBIE is renamed in the
generated XSD schema as well. When updating the name of an ABIE the complex
type definition representing the ABIE as well as the global element declaration need
to be renamed. For ASBIEs, the element representing the ASBIE is updated to
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reflect the new name. Consequently, considering changing the name of a particular
model element, the element on the XML document level needs to be renamed to
reflect the new name. The corresponding XSLT operations are illustrated in Fig. 9,
Mark 4 , 7 , and 8 . For example, considering that a BBIE in the BDM is renamed,
the corresponding elements in the XML document are renamed. Since it is assumed,
as defined earlier, that elements may only be renamed utilizing semantically equivalent
terms, the syntax as well as the semantics can be preserved.
XSLT Operaon Template

Figure 9.

Mapping of model operations to XSLT operations
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Furthermore, the cardinality of BBIEs as well as ASBIEs may be adapted.
However, changing the cardinality of model element requires different strategies for
transforming XML documents. Updating the cardinality of a model element either
results in the restriction or extension of the element on the XML document level.
First, we consider restricting the cardinality of a model element through
restricting either the upper or the lower bound. For example, it is considered that
the upper cardinality of a model element is changed from <2..2> to <1..1>. On the
instance level, the corresponding XSLT operation therefore has to remove a element
resulting in the XSLT operations illustrated in Fig. 9, Mark 5a and 9a . On the other
hand, one may restrict the lower cardinality of a model element. For instance, the
lower bound may be updated from <0..1> to <1..1>. In this case, an XML
document may not contain the element since it is optional. However, changing the
cardinality enforces that the element is contained within the XML document.
Therefore, the XSLT operation must add the particular element resulting in the
XSLT operation illustrated in Fig. 9, Mark 5b and 9b.
Second, we consider extending the cardinality of a model element. This may
be achieved through increasing the upper bound from <1..1> to <1..2> or through
decreasing the lower bound from <2..2> to <1..2>. In the first case, no actions need
to be taken since the minimum number of elements are contained within the ABIE.
In the second case the number of elements is higher than the lower bound specified
which doesn’t require any actions on the XML document level either.
In addition, the data type of a particular BBIE may be changed. Generally
speaking, data types are represented through complex type definitions extending
XSD’s simple types. Furthermore, BBIEs are typified utilizing the complex type
definition. Therefore, on the XML document level, BBIEs contain the actual value
as well as a number of attributes which are specific to the data type. Therefore, on
the XML document level, the attributes of the BBIE can be updated for reflecting
the new data type. The corresponding XSLT operation is illustrated in Fig. 9, Mark
6 . However, adapting the semantics, such as changing a data type from Text to
Number can’t be achieved automatically in general.
Delete. Model elements may be removed from BDMs. Consequently, the deleted
elements are not contained in the generated XSD schema. On the XML document
level each type of model element that may be deleted, which includes BBIEs, ABIEs,
as well as ASBIEs, are represented as elements. Therefore, the corresponding XSLT
operations also remove the deleted elements in the XML document, as illustrated in
Fig. 9, Mark 10 – 12 .
4.5

Service interface adapter example

Considering the revised Financial Domain Model introduced earlier, the example
adapter illustrated in Listing 6 is generated. When being applied to an instance of
the Financial Domain Model in its version v0, the adapter transforms the instance to
correspond to the Financial Domain Model in its version v1.
Listing 6: Excerpt from the example adapter.
< xsl:template match = " Account " / >
< xsl:template match = " BankCode " / >
< xsl:template match = " Person " >
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< Party >
< xsl:apply - templates / >
< Birth > INVALID </ Birth >
< IBAN > INVALID </ IBAN >
< BIC > INVALID </ BIC >
< Business >
< City > INVALID </ City >
< Street > INVALID </ Street >
< Postcode > INVALID </ Postcode >
</ Business >
</ Party >
</ xsl:template >
< xsl:template match = " Phone [ position () Ã=Ã2] " / >
< xsl:template match = " Home [ position () Ã=Ã2] " / >

<xml>

<xml>

data

data

</xml>

</xml>

Adapter v0à v1

XML document v0

Figure 10.

XML document v1

Application of the service interface adapter example

A corresponding example is illustrated in Fig. 10 as well as Listings 7 and 8. In
particular, Fig. 10 illustrates that business partner B utilizes the service interface
adapter for converting business documents encoded using version v0 to business
documents in version v1. Listing 7 represents an excerpt of an XML document
corresponding to the Financial Domain Model in version v0. Applying the service
interface adapter illustrated in Listing 6 to the XML document shown in Listing 7
results in the translated XML document shown in Listing 8 .
Listing 7: Excerpt from an XML representation of the original financial domain model.
< bie:Person ... >
< bie:Name > Charlie No - Kidding </ bie:Name >
< bie:Phone > 055677135 </ bie:Phone >
< bie:Phone > 05567447788 </ bie:Phone >
< bie:Account > 5524721115 </ bie:Account >
< bie:BankCode > 44832 </ bie:BankCode >
< bie:Home >
< bie:City > Loisville </ bie:City >
< bie:Street > Baker Street 23 </ bie:Street >
< bie:Postcode > 55831 </ bie:Postcode >
</ bie:Home >
< bie:Home >
< bie:City > Cowriver </ bie:City >
< bie:Street > Sunshine Street 33 </ bie:Street >
< bie:Postcode > 55713 </ bie:Postcode >
</ bie:Home >
</ bie:Person >

Listing 8: Excerpt from an XML representation of the revised financial domain model.
< bie:Person ... >
< bie:Name > Charlie No - Kidding </ bie:Name >
< bie:Birth > INVALID </ bie:Birth >
< bie:Phone > 05567447788 </ bie:Phone >
< bie:IBAN > INVALID </ bie:IBAN >
< bie:BIC > INVALID </ bie:BIC >
< bie:Home >
< bie:City > Loisville </ bie:City >
< bie:Street > Baker Street 23 </ bie:Street >
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< bie:Postcode > 55831 </ bie:Postcode >
</ bie:Home >
< bie:Business >
< bie:City > INVALID </ bie:City >
< bie:Street > INVALID </ bie:Street >
< bie:Postcode > INVALID </ bie:Postcode >
</ bie:Business >
</ bie:Person >

However, as indicated in the adapter, it is currently only possible to
automatically ensure syntactical correctness of the resulting business document. For
instance, for the newly added BBIEs Birth, IBAN, and BIC, as well as the ASBIE
Business and its associated ABIE Address only dummy values can be generated. For
this reason, Section 5 discusses different Mitigation Strategies for overcoming
semantical interoperability issues which can’t be addressed by automatically
generated adapters.
5

Mitigation Strategies

Ensuring structural correctness when transforming between different versions of
business documents has proven feasible.
However, maintaining semantical
correctness is not automatically feasible. Therefore, in the following, different
mitigation strategies are described for overcoming the lack in maintaining semantic
interoperability. The basis for the different mitigation strategies are the adapters
generated by the Interoperability Framework.
In particular, we define a
three-layered approach for applying mitigation strategies. First, the generated
adapter may be adapted for fitting the requirements of the BPs involved. Second,
business rules may be defined on top of the adapters for automatically calculating
semantically correct business information. Third, user interaction may be considered
for providing additionally and semantically appropriate business information to be
stored in the transformed business document.
5.1

Tailoring of generated XSLT templates

The first mitigation strategy is adjusting the automatically generated XSLT
templates, i.e., the generated adapters. For instance, in the example introduced
earlier, the cardinality of the BBIE Phone has been restricted from <2..2> to
<1..1>. Correspondingly, one BBIE has to be removed on the instance level as well
which is achieved by the generated adapter. Applied to the example, the generated
adapter removes the second instance of the BBIE Phone. The corresponding excerpt
from the adapter is illustrated in Listing 9.
Listing 9: Excerpt from the example adapter.
< xsl:template match = " Phone [ position () Ã=Ã2] " / >

However, BPs may wish to remove the first occurence of the BBIE Phone.
Consequently, BPs may adapt the generated adapter for fitting their requirements
and needs. For instance, the adapter may be modified for removing the first occurce
of the BBIE Phone, as illustrated in Listing 10.
Listing 10: Excerpt from the example adapter.
< xsl:template match = " Phone [ position () Ã=Ã1] " / >
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Data completion by business rules

The basic idea of utilizing business rules is automatically generating missing
business information. One necessary prerequisite is that the information for
calculating missing information is contained in the business document or can be
found in additional resources such as company internal databases or even the world
wide web. Considering the example introduced earlier, the BBIEs Account and
BankCode of the ABIE Person have been changed to IBAN and BIC. In the
concrete case of switching from local banking information to internationally
recognized information, the banking information maybe transformed automatically
through business rules since the transformation follows a pattern. For example,
consider the Account Number 5524721115 and the BankCode 44832. Both, the
values for the BBIEs IBAN and BIC may therefore be generated based on values
already contained in the business document. Consequently, these rules may be
implemented by modifying the generated service interface adapter, such as it is
illustrated in Listing 11.
Listing 11: Excerpt from the example adapter.
< xsl:template match = " BankCode " >
< xsl:variable name = " bankCode "
</ xsl:template >

select = " node () " / >

< xsl:template match = " Person " >
< Party >
< xsl:apply - templates / >
...
< IBAN > ... </ IBAN >
< BIC > < xsl:value - of select = " convertToBIC ($ bankCode ) " / > </ BIC >
...
</ Party >
</ xsl:template >

5.3

Data completion by user input

In certain cases, where it is not possible to automatically calculate missing
information using XSLT templates or business rules, one option is to involve the
corresponding business partners for providing semantically correct information. In
the following, both cases are considered, in case information has to be removed from
the business document as well as in case information has to be added to the business
document. For demonstrating the first case, the example introduced earlier is used.
In particular, the cardinality of the BBIE Phone is changed from <2..2> to <1..1>.
In this case, migrating from version v0 to version v1 requires that one phone
number is removed from the ABIE Person. However, an automated approach would
require to either always delete the first element or always delete the second element.
In this case, it is more suitable to allow business partners to decide which
information should be removed from the business document. Therefore, one option
is that the transformation service interacts with the business partners and requests
information on which phone number should be deleted. In this case, the business
partner may decide to remove either the first or second phone number. Opposed to
removing information, changes to the business document may require adding
additional information. For instance, it is considered that the cardinality of the
BBIE Name is changed from <0..1> to <1..1>. Using the XSLT template it is only
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possible to add artificial dummy values. Using business rules is only feasible in case
the business document contains sufficient information for calculating information.
However, in case none of these options are suitable the transformation service may
interact with the business partner for requesting actual information.
6

Case Study

In the following, we present our results found in analyzing a specific BDM
evolution with respect to the different classes of change impact on the semantics
contained in actual XML documents. The results presented and illustrated in
Table 1, are based on the analysis of three different versions of UN/CEFACT’s
Cross Industry Invoice (CII)1 , i.e. versions 1p0, 2p0, and 3p0, referred to as v1, v2,
and v3, respectively.
Table 1
Change Class
Class 1
Class 2
Class 3
Class 4

6.1

Results of the case study

Change Type

Cross Industry Invoice
v1→v2

v2→v3

Add Element

80

70

Update Element - Cardinality Extension

10

1

Update Element - Name

0

0

Update Element - Cardinality Restriction

6

8

Delete Element

0

0

Update Element - Data Type

0

46

Reserach question

Having a change classification, proper adapter templates, as well as mitigation
strategies at hand, the research questions to be answered through this case study
include: (1) “What is the distribution of changes, as defined in the Change
Classification, across the different versions of UN/CEFACT’s Cross Industry
Invoice? ” and (2) “And how does the Interoperability Framework support the
evolution of these kind of changes? ”
6.2

Answering research question 1

When evolving from version 1 to version 2 the majority of changes are represented
through Class 1 which contains in total ninety changes. Those ninety changes are
comprised of eighty elements that have been added to the business document model
as well as ten elements where the cardinality has been extended. Furthermore, six
different elements have been restricted in terms of their cardinality which is subsumed
by Class 3.
The results of analyzing the differences between version 2 to version 3 show a
strong tendency in the change of the data types of elements. In other words, Class
4 contains fourty-six changes representing the change of data types. Furthermore,
compared to version 2, Class 1 shows that seventy elements have been added and the
cardinality of one element has been extended. Finally, Class 3 contains eight changes
meaning that on eight different elements the cardinality has been restricted.
1 http://www.unece.org/uncefact/data/standard/.
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Answering research question 2

Utilizing the Interoperability Framework, the syntax of XML documents can be
maintained while transforming between different versions of the CII. However, at this
stage not all semantics conveyed in XML documents can be preserved. In particular,
in case new elements have been added to the CII or the lower bound of an elements
cardinality has been restricted, dummy values are generated in the XML document.
Second, if the upper bound of an elements cardinality has been restricted or an element
has been removed from the CII, the corresponding elements in the XML document
are deleted as well. Third, changes in the data types of elements results in adapting
the XML document to reflect the syntax of the new data type used.
As illustrated in Table 1, the majority of changes applied to version 2 are
represented through changes in data types. However, currently the support for
dealing with data types in an automated manner is restricted to renaming data
types without considering their semantics in a detailed manner. This, however, is
currently subject to future works.
Preserving the semantics during transformation requires manual adaption of the
generated XSLTs. Considering the first case for instance, the XSLT can be adapted
to insert actual data instead of dummy values. Second, when deleting elements from
an XML document, one resolution strategy may be to delete the last element of a
sequence of elements. Third, when the data type has been changed, the XSLT may
be adapted to perform additional, custom, transformations for converting the data
type. However, adapting the generated XSLTs is best achieved through the party
responsible for the evolution of the BDM and by considering the mitigation strategies
discussed in earlier. What we can also derive from the case study is that a future
challenge may be enhanced support for evolutions involving data type changes. One
promising research line is to think about co-evolution strategies for data type changes.
For this, a taxonomy of data types may help to further classify data type changes
into restrictions or extensions as has been done for cardinality changes.
7

Related Work

When BDMs are treated as schemas, and consequently business documents as
data, then the business document exchange problem can be seen as a subproblem of
data exchange which leads to a much broader research field, namely information
integration, with database integration as its most prominent protagonist. Database
integration has a long history, e.g., one of the earliest systems for realizing
information integration was the EXPRESS system, developed in the 1970s[22] .
Integration scenarios in the data engineering field mostly concern integrating
different local schemas into one global schema, however also data exchange between
a source schema and a target schema have been investigated, e.g., between
relational, object-oriented, and XML databases and data warehouses[1, 3] .
A subproblem of data exchange is co-evolution of data when schemas evolve.
Co-evolution has been subject for research since the introduction of object-oriented
database systems, consequently a significant body of knowledge exists (cf. Ref. [19]
for a survey). With the raise of XML, keeping XML schemas and corresponding XML
documents in sync has been and is still subject for research[8, 10, 12] . Certainly, similar
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issues have to be addressed in the area of business document evolution. However,
operating on the model level and deriving implementation artifacts, the requirement to
exchange documents between different business partners, and having different schema
version simultaneously deployed adds a new “twist” to problems faced in traditional
schema evolution[15] .
In ontology engineering, several approaches emerged addressing co-evolution of
instances. These approaches mainly derive the changes performed on the ontology
by either applying differencing algorithms (e.g., Ref. [14]) or by directly recording
changes in modeling editors (e.g., Ref. [18]). Specific kinds of changes in this
acquired change log have an impact on conforming individuals and, therefore, an
adaptation of these individuals is required to prevent information loss and to keep
the ontology in a consistent state. For this task Ref. [24] and Ref. [18] apply a
semi-automatic process requiring the user to select an adequate resolution strategy
(e.g., remove instantiation of deleted slots). Besides selecting from a fixed list of
resolution strategies, semantic adaptation of individuals has not been subject for
intensive research in ontology evolution.
Sprinkle et al.[23] considered co-evolution of models in cases where their
modeling languages defined by metamodels evolve. In particular, they cope with
this problem by using changed semantics to design co-evolution transformations.
This differs from a syntactically driven approach that uses the differences in
contrast to most aforementioned database and ontology evolution approaches.
Sprinkle et al. proposed that syntactical co-evolution is feasible automatically, but it
seems to be impractical for semantic evolution. For semantic evolution concerns,
semantics-preserving transformations must be developed manually. During the last
years, several approaches have been proposed following a similar methodology such
as Refs. [4, 13, 21] to name just a few. In Ref. [20] a comparison of existing
approaches for metamodel/model co-evolution has been presented.
In the approach of this article, both syntactical as well as semantical aspects are
considered in the co-evolution process of business documents as is in the same line with
Sprinkle et al. However, we are operating on different meta-levels. While Sprinkle et
al. consider modeling language changes and the adaptation of corresponding models,
we are considering changes in the models and the adaptation of their instances, i.e.,
the actual data. Additionally, the proposed approach of this article is tailored to
the business document standards based on Core Components. This allows for an
automatic adaptation of the business documents concerning syntactical aspects and
manual intervention is possible to provide dedicated adaptation scripts for semantical
aspects which cannot be derived from the differences between both BDM versions.
Finally, we are not aware of any works aiming to provide, in addition to BDMs,
interoperability as a service in form of adapters when BDMs have to evolve.
8

Conclusion and Future Work

This article stresses on the importance of maintaining interoperability if different
versions of BDMs are used. In particular, conceptual BDMs are used for deriving
service interface definitions used in service-oriented systems. Furthermore, BPs may
not always be in the position to migrate to the latest version of a particular BDM,
which may be dictated by SDOs, due to the cost and effort evolved.
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For addressing interoperability issues due to evolving BDMs, the following
contributions are described in this article. First, we derived and discussed all
potential changes that may be applied to BDMs based on the well-defined
metamodel for business documents. Second, we provided a classification of potential
changes applied to BDMs in regards to their impact on XML documents containing
actual business data. Third, we have elaborated on generating service interface
adapters which are used for transforming XML documents conforming to different
versions of BDMs. Having such a framework at hand provides SMEs with a low-cost
and light-weight approach for dealing with evolving market requirements and hence
evolving BDMs. However, semantic interoperability may not always be preserved in
a fully-automated manner. Therefore, fourth, we defined three different mitigation
strategies for dealing with semantic interoperability issues.
Generating service interface definitions as well as proper transformations for
translating between different versions of business documents has different
advantages. First, based on the differences calculated between two different versions
of BDMs, proper XSLT transformations may be generated. Second, based on the
automated generation of XSLTs, the XSLTs can be annotated automatically in
terms of which transformations need custom resolution for preserving the semantics
conveyed in business documents. Third, the concern of dealing with evolution has
been shifted from standard consumers, i.e., BPs, to standard providers such as
UN/CEFACT. This has the advantage that transformations between different
versions of BDMs are maintained centrally.
Furthermore, utilizing conceptual BDMs fosters gaining independence from any
particular platform used since different transfer syntax artifacts such as XML
schema or Relax NG may be used. In addition, our framework utilizes models as
well for describing differences between two different versions of BDMs. Therefore,
we are capable of performing model-driven evolution and co-evolution of BDMs. In
other words, the differencing information may not only be used for generating
proper XSLTs as presented in this article, but may be used for generating other
artifacts for processing non-XML data. This however, remains subject to future
work.
Based on the findings presented in this article, future work also includes the
following. Business data types, as described in this article, maybe restricted or
extended as well. Consequently, we extend the work presented in this article by
considering restrictions and extensions of business data types as well. Furthermore,
it is planned that the Interoperability Framework is exposed to be accessed through
Web-based protocols.
Having exposed the framework for transforming XML
documents through Web-based protocols, allows business partners to consume the
business document Interoperability Framework as a service. By this, we follow the
idea of providing Interoperability as a Service which has also recently been
mentioned by John Domingue as part of a presentation on the EU Future Internet
Initiative[7] . Moreover, we aim at extending our mitigation strategies with dedicated
techniques and mechanisms for collaboration for fostering the integration of domain
experts for defining custom resolutions of semantic interoperability issues. Finally,
we expect to be able to derive best practices of evolving BDMs in regards to
maintaining interoperability.
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